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International Herald Tribune Historical Archive 1887–2013
The International Herald Tribune was revered for
its strong focus on the objective reporting of
international news, making it a reliable, trustworthy
and valuable resource for readers. The archive
starts with the first issue in 1887 and continues up
to its final issue in September 2013. Throughout
the collection, the internationally focused content
provides a rich cross-disciplinary primary source,
offering content that looks beyond the British and
American press.
Researchers can take advantage of these qualities
with online access to the full run of the newspaper
and its broad range of perspectives on world
events. The archive is fully cross-searchable, and
becomes even more valuable when it is used with
other archives from Gale, taking work in new and
innovative directions.

A Multidisciplinary Resource

Rich content, richer functionality
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The International Herald Tribune Historical Archive
1887–2013 is one of many resources available on the
Gale Primary Sources platform, which offers a groundbreaking research environment. The combination
of uniquely rich, full-text primary source content,
dependable metadata, and intuitive subject
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is further enriched by innovative workflow and
analytical tools.
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Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio of Argentina, 76, appeared on the balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome on Wednesday, sho
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BY NICOLA CLARK

Denise McDonagh might have gotten her
¤1,100 settlement from Ryanair faster under new traveler-rights rules the European Union proposed for the airline industry on Wednesday. But she probably
wouldn’t have gotten nearly as much.
And that is the rub of the European Union’s proposal, which is meant to clarify
air travelers’ rights to aid and compensation when flights are delayed or canceled
— as happens tens of thousands of time a
year. The proposed changes would also
seek tougher oversight and enforcement
of airlines’ compliance with the law.
‘‘It is very important that passenger

rights do not just exist on paper,’’ Siim
Kallas, the European Union transport
commissioner, said Wednesday in Brussels. ‘‘We all need to be able to rely on
them when it matters most — when
things go wrong.’’
But the proposal is not completely propassenger. The proposed update of rules
first spelled out in 2004 would significantly roll back airlines’ obligations to
passengers who wind up stranded for extended periods because of extraordinary
events like the Icelandic volcano eruption three years ago, which grounded
more than 100,000 flights across Europe.
In Ms. McDonagh’s case, she was
stranded for a week in April 2010 in Faro,
Portugal, trying to get back to Dublin as
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Vilification as a strategy

In what is expected to be his final year
in office, President Hamid Karzai is
intensifying his criticism of his
American allies at a critical moment
in their Afghan endgame.
SPORTS

Barcelona silences skeptics

Losing by two goals to A.C. Milan in the
Champions League, Barça responded
with a Messi-inspired 4-0 comeback to
vindicate its footballing ethos. PAGE 12
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Parliament rejects E.U. budget

Defiantly optimistic in

E.U. lawmakers gave austerity a poke
in the eye Wednesday by
overwhelmingly rejecting the bloc’s
proposed budget of ¤960 billion in its
current form. They demanded changes
to the way the money should be spent
and the option to raise the overall sum
in the coming years. PAGE 14
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Chinese solar giant near failure

Suntech Power, a manufacturer of solar
panels, has nearly run out of cash and is
poised to be taken over partially or
entirely by the municipal government’s
holding company in its hometown of
Wuxi, China, solar industry executives
and a local official said. PAGE 14
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Promotion for Vogue editor
Anna Wintour, recently rumored to be
lobbying for a U.S. ambassadorship in
the Obama administration, has been
promoted to artistic director of Condé
Nast, ending speculation that she
planned to leave Vogue after nearly 25
years as editor. PAGE 15
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